
5-3-2023 USPA Zoom Masterclass #42 Chat 
Radionics, Radiesthesia and Rife Technologies with Ed Kelly 

0:29:21 Matei G Hello, thank you for coming. As a question from me: please comment the differences from 

capacitive and resistive radionic devices. Thank you 

0:39:03 CARLOS 

P. 

Do you have a direct experience with this Rife technology? 

0:39:49 NICK F. Yes 

0:40:37 USPA Scott Here from USPA, I am collecting questions for Ed here in the Chat 

0:42:31 Malak R Nick are you Nick F UK ? 

0:42:53 NICK F. nick.franks@radionics.co.uk 

0:43:01 Malak R Reacted to Nick F 

0:45:43 Brian A. is there a guaranteed method for getting rid of ankle biters? I've had a powerful Neg attach 
to me, and I'm doing lots to get rid of it but seems impossible. Have to admit it's opened my 

mind to the greater reality however... 

0:49:43 Alexander 

S. 
Reacted to "Hello, thank you for..." with 👍 

0:51:28 Lee R. What success have you had using ChatGPT to write or edit intent statements? 

0:53:40 Sabine H. When you work with radionics do you ‘add’ radieshesia? If so what do you do or be? 

0:53:56 Jennifer S. Can you say more about using the pendulum to actually manifest change, not just get 

information? 

0:54:24 NICK F. Try reading teletherapy by Bhattacharyya 

0:54:49 CARLOS 

P. 

With this definition of Radiesthesia, I think it can directly applied to "Visualization"... 

0:55:24 NICK F. Radiesthesia is the method of getting information, Radionics is a healing art using 

instruments to get the results indicated by Radiesthesic techniques (dowsing) 

0:55:44 Sabine H. Reacted to "Radiesthesia is the ..." with 👍 

0:55:56 Malak R How can one get rid of negative energies envy eye radioncaly 

0:55:59 CARLOS 

P. 

I quite agree 

0:56:36 Mirto F. Reacted to "Radiesthesia is the ..." with 🙌 

0:56:42 Brian A. virtual particle flux = quantum foam 🙂 I heard a great metaphor for manifestation on New 

Thinking Allowed:  The flux is creating reality at the immediate moment is like a wave 

crashing, and by focusing your intent you're aligning the particles to have the wave create 

the reality you want. 

0:56:55 USPA Reacted to "Radiesthesia is the ..." with ❤️ 

0:57:17 USPA Replying to "How can one get rid ..." 

0:57:30 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Yes 

0:57:50 Brian A. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." evil eye? 

0:57:58 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Due to bad eye I am apart from spouse and not 
getting my inheritance 

0:58:11 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Trying to resolve that ! 

0:58:41 Brian A. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." check hoodoo rituals. Example: www.luckymojo.com 



0:58:47 USPA Replying to "How can one get rid ..." Not sure I can ask ed q without being more specific 

0:58:50 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" I try different things but not yet successful 

0:59:22 NICK F. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." read psychic self-defense by Dion Fortune 

0:59:42 Brian A. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." also practical psychic self defense by Robert Bruce 

0:59:53 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Thank you Franck and Brian 

1:00:01 USPA Replying to "virtual particle flu..." same as what bearded says in his 1990 USPA talk… in 

our shop 

1:00:23 USPA Reacted to "read psychic self-de..." with 👍 

1:00:27 USPA Reacted to "also practical psych..." with 👍 

1:01:33 CARLOS 

P. 

Why some instruments are "better" than others? Hieroymys is just a picture, Abrams 

worked with his  unplugged instrument with the same results…. 

1:01:39 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Is there anything that can create harmony apart from 

Ohopono which I am running 24/7 

1:02:24 NICK F. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." Many things 

1:03:30 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Anything that you advice particularly Nick ? 

1:04:00 NICK F. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." I can't deal with that now I'm mainly listening to Ed 

1:04:22 Malak R Replying to "How can one get rid …" Ok I will send you an email 😊 

1:05:06 Brian A. Ed, that's twice you've mentioned the spleen. Any particular reason? Per Western medicine 

it's a repository of dead cells, but an acupuncturist said in Eastern med it is the distributor of 

chi throughout the body. Curious on your take on it. 

1:06:23 NICK F. See Alice Bailey and David Tansley for much on thespleen chakra 

1:06:49 Brian A. I've found a pendulum hones in on the stick signal much better than my clunky fingers :) 

1:07:32 USPA Reacted to "I've found a pendulu..." with 👍 

1:07:44 Dan M. Replying to "Why some instruments..." I’m not sure what you mean by Hieronymus being 

just a picture, but the KRT Hieronymus instruments can be used with or without electricity. 
The electricity powers an amplifier which causes broadcast time to be less and 

manifestation to occur more quickly. 

1:09:24 USPA Please support USPA, Become a member ($35) or a sponsor!!psychotronics.org    Today 

talk/ Replay will be in our members only area and for sale in the Shop for $9.99 

1:10:14 USPA Replying to "Why some instruments..." @Dan Mangum he meant a drawing used in 

Radiatheasia 

1:13:14 CARLOS 

P. 

Replying to "Why some instruments..." Yes, the drawing printed on a paper, the "virtual" 

machine with no external energy applied to it , so no physical broadcast of any kind 

1:14:55 Charlie B. Would it be possible to energetically  “copy” psilocybin into a sugar pill? 

1:15:50 Brian A. In fact do we have rates for psilocybin, MDMA, LSD, DMT, other controlled substances? 

Please post!!! 

1:16:04 NICK F. Yes but it would probably not work the same. 

1:16:10 USPA Replying to "In fact do we have r..." yes 



1:16:13 Thad M. Replying to "How can one get rid ..." In applying Ho'oponopono, don't just apply 

radionically, not just in visualization, also be open to the physical voice level of saying it 
out loud -- back to Morrna Simeona's development of the technique -- start with "I'm sorry I 

hurt you..."  Do hear that I'm not blaming you, I'm pointing to the foundation of the method. 

1:17:19 NICK F. Replying to "In fact do we have r..." The problem here is that the energetic version works 
more like a homoeopathic remedy. You can find the homoeopathic materia medica for 

many of these drugs. 

1:17:35 Brian A. Replying to "In fact do we have r..." link? 

1:18:07 NICK F. Replying to "In fact do we have r..." Many homoeopathic Materia Medicas available. see a 
website called amazon perhaps 

1:22:23 Virginia L. I have betar coils. Do I place the coil facing in or out on a pain point? 

1:23:08 Dan M. Replying to "I have betar coils. ..." Try both, but probably face the coil towards the point. 

1:23:30 Virginia L. Thanks Dan 

1:26:19 Michael M. Please tell us a bit about how devices like the Copen Mars III work. 

1:26:44 Lalita S. Can mastercard coins be copied onto cards? Thanks ANSWER: Just Radionics. Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/radionics 

1:26:53 NICK F. Doesn't it use a random noise generator 

1:27:44 NICK F. See Jahn and Dunne Consciousness and the Source of Reality 

1:28:19 Sabine H. THANK YOU 

1:28:24 Brian A. Thanks Ed ! 

1:28:27 Amber H. Thank you so much! 

1:28:27 Guy: Thank you! 

1:28:31 David M. Thanks 

1:28:31 Nancy D.  Thank you so much!!!! 

1:28:32 John K. thx 

1:28:40 D. M. Thank you!!! 

1:28:44 Grace T. Thank you 💕 

1:28:55 Lesley K. Thank you from the UK 

1:28:56 Alan W. Thank you. I got a lot out of it. 

1:28:57 Lalita S. Thank you so much. Brought  a lot of clarity for a relative newcomer. 

1:29:16 Maria P Thank You very much … from Athens Greece ... 

1:29:21 Dennise L. Excellent!  Thank you so much. 

1:29:22 Christine 

D. 

Thank you Ed! Wonderful presentation! 

1:29:40 CARLOS 
P. 

Thank you from Spain 

1:30:01 Sami C. Thank you so much! For excellent Presentation 👍 

1:30:07 Nora R: Ed, Thank you for sharing your knowledge with all of us! 

1:30:45 Virginia L. Thanks Ed and USPA from Perth, Australia 

1:31:00 Kevin K. Thank you Ed, great talk! 

1:31:38 Becky D. Great presentation!  Many thanks! 



1:32:04 PT F. Thanks for a great talk, Ed. 

1:32:50 Faye S. Amy Joe Ellis Full Court of Atonement is good for resolving all kinds of conflicts energetic, 
past life, and more 

1:33:44 Donna D. Fantastic Presentation Ed. Gave clarity to all that I do with radionics. Thank you!!!! 

1:35:23 Julian N. This has recently come online, https://emediapress.com/shop/bedini-rpx-3-1mhz-sideband-

generator-rife-machine/ 

1:35:37 NICK F. what is an ankle biter 

1:36:51 Dan M. Replying to "what is an ankle bit..." Usually people mean minor energetic parasites with 

that term. But I have heard people use it for the Archons too. 

1:37:24 NICK F. It says here    Ankle biter is a slang term for a stock with market capitalization of less than 

$500 million. 

1:37:58 Susan K. Thanks for doing this! 

1:38:35 John F. Thoughts on the SE-5? 

1:38:42 Sabine H. Reacted to "Thoughts on the SE-5..." with 👍 

1:38:58 Jennifer S. THANK YOU!! 

1:39:52 CARLOS 

P. 

Do you believe that everything that can be done with radionics can be done directly and 

exclusively with the mind? For example with "Visualisation" techniques 

1:41:47 Faye S. The Intention of the assembly workers can be a contributing factor 

1:44:55 Thad M. Replying to "is there a guarantee..." Clearing the powerful ones is not easy, as you've found. 

But to make your methods work better, consider the Buddhist "Four Noble Abodes". 
Basically keep your heart in Loving Kindness, Compassion, Joyfulness, and Equanimity. 

Challenging, yes, and gives it less to cling to. 

1:48:52 Jennifer S. What was the FB page be mentioned? ANSWER: Just Radionics. Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/radionics 

1:48:56 Lynne S: What is the radionics FB group name? ty 

1:49:19 Dan M. Replying to "Can mastercard coins..." The Mastercoins are locked. But you could just use 

the coins like you would use a card. 

1:49:35 Brian A. what's your opinion on reality being conscious, down to quantum levels? 

1:50:07 James R. Do you cold scan for a rate that would nullify any rate from a book or that you created that 
would not be beneficial?  Some rates are not accurate in the books. 

1:52:19 Brian A. Re: Bearden chair comment, there is history of "apportment" in remote viewing where a 
viewer will come back with physical manifestations, such as blood on their clothing from a 

war remote viewing session 

1:53:50 CARLOS 

P. 

For some people a pendulum is just a tool. For other people, different pendulums have 

different properties (Universal, Thot..) In your opinion 

1:53:59 Brian A. can a reagent "overpower" the signal of a paper intention? I've noticed I can really boost the 

signal w/reagents but going from 35 to 00 is concerning.. 

1:54:15 John F. Thoughts on the SE-5? 

1:54:28 Brian A. sorry, apportation, not apportment 

1:56:03 Dan M. Pete Radatti says that a rate is a “pointer” to an idea or concept. 

1:57:55 PT F. FSM is not as simple as you would have people believe. 

1:58:59 Christine 
D. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/radionics 



1:59:16 PT F. NOT TRUE!!! 

1:59:44 Lynne S: thanks 

2:00:13 Cynthia W. Thank you, Ed! 

2:00:13 Nancy D.  Thank you Ed 

2:01:01 Julie B. Thank you Ed 

2:01:18 Lalita S. 🙏 

   

 


